Weed Management Exercise

Industrial/Energy
Case Study
Location

Project Site: Native grassland on gently undulating terrain, mixed grassland ecoregion on sandy loamy soil, with four 20-year old oil wells to be decommissioned. Topsoil stripped on 0.3 ha keyhole well pads, plus 1 km of 6 meter wide gravel road bed.

End Land Use: grazing yearlings from May-Jul within 5 years.
This plant is found in a few patches on your restoration site; see [pink circle] on the map.
This weed is found throughout your restoration in small amounts.
This weed is found everywhere on your restoration site
This plant is very common in your field.
This plant is found in small quantities near the wetlands on your restoration site
This plant is found in a few dense patches on your restoration site.
This plant is found everywhere on your restoration site.
This plant is found everywhere on your restoration site.
This plant is found in a few patches on your restoration; see on the map